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I. Introduction

Statement of the Problem

R. W. Leonard (5] has shown that the difference in the sound

absorption in sea water and in fresh water at frequencies below one

megacycle is due largely to the presence in the sea of magnesium

sulphate. L. Liebermann 7] has proposed that either a unimolecular

or a dissociation type process involving magnesium sulphate molecules

or its ions might be the cause of the excess sound absorption. The

work of 0. B. Wilson (4] seemed to show that the process was uni-

molecular but as pointed out by 1R. Barthel [8 J , some errors had been

made which when corrected shoved that Wilson's data fitted equally

well either the untmolecular or the dissociation process.

In an effort to determine the mechanism responsible for the ex-

oess sound absorption in magnesium sulphate solutions at frequencies

below one megacycle a nev parameter has been introduced. On the

suggestion of Dr. Leonard the effect On the acoustic phenomenon of

varying the dielectric constant of the solvent has been studied.

This should shift the dissociation equilibrium and should have a

marked effect on the sound absorption.

The theoretical treatments so far published have been inade-

quate since they have not taken into account the strong dependence

of the activities of the ions on their concentration. This ws

pointed out by Dr. Leonard Hall in a private conversation. On his

4
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suggestion equations have been derived which take into account this

effect. It appears from the present work that the effect of the

variation in activities due to the variation in local concentration

with the passage of a sound wave is certainly not negligible.

In the following pages will be presented quantitative reasons

for believing that the excess sound absorption in magnesium sulphate

solutions at frequencies between five and five hundred kilocycles

and for concentrations between one thousandth and twenty thousandths

molar is due to an irreversible periodic perturbation of the simple

dissociation process.

Sound Absorption Due To Relaxation

Suppose that a sinusoidal plane wave sound field is moving in

the positive x direction in a dissipative medium. The sound pres-

sure p in complex notation at any point along the x axis in terms of

the sound pressure Po at the origin is

P w Po exp. iw(t-x/v) - po exp, - ax+iw(t-x/vo)] (1)

where o is the angular frequency, t is the time, vo is the sound

velocity, a is the pressure attenuation coefficient and v is the

complex velocity equal to vol - iac "1 .

The sound intensity is proportional to the square of the pres-

sure amplitude so that the intensity of the sound I at any point

along the x axis in terms of the sound intensity Io at the origin is

1 l13o exp. -2ax (2)

II



where 2 a is the intensity attenuation coefficient in nepers per unit

of length.

Consider a uniform continuous isotropic medium, the particles

of which my exist in one or the other of two possible states A and

B. These states might be characterized by different energy levels

or geometrical configurations involving different volumes or be char-

acterized by a combination of both properties.

Suppose that the two states are in dynamic equilibrium with

each other so that particles in state A are continually going over

to state B and vice versa such that the relative populations in the

two states form a constant ratio X1.

In general K' will be a function of the temperature T, of the

pressure P, of the composition expressed in moles per liter c, and

of the forces of interaction of the particles. For electrolytes

the coulombic forces of the ions in solution on each other are so

strong that other intermolecular forces my be neglected to the

first approximation in comparison with them. The behavior of elec-

trolytic solutions may thus be described with fair accuracy in

term of the ionic charges zi and the dielectric constant D of the

medium. For electrolytes one my write symbolically

A * B (3)

B/A - K'(T,PcziD) (4)

where the explicit dependence of the equilibrium parameter K' on

the variables depends upon the mechanism involved.



Consider an accoustic wave traveling through the medium. The

passage of the sound wave past a reference point in the medium vii

be accompanied by a time variation in the pressure and in general

by an accompanying time variation in the temperature. The equilib-

rium will be perturbed irreversibly and vii give rise to attenuation

of the acoustic wave.

For a sound of low frequency the equilibrium viii tend to fol-

low the perturbing force reversibly. On the other hand, the process

will tend not to follow the perturbing force at all at very high

frequencies. At some intermediate frequency a maximum in the degra-

dation of energy per cycle wil be produced by the irreversibly

perturbed mechanism.

The intensity attenuation coefficient in all ordinary liquids

except mercury may be accounted for by the viscous losses. In

electrolytic solutions such as described here the additional loss

of sound energy due to the perturbed chemical equilibrium must be

added to the viscous losses.

Analytically it is found that the contribution to the intensity

attenuation coefficient tends to a constant value at infinite fre-

quency and goes as the square of the frequency at low frequencies.

The expression for the intensity attenuation coefficient may be

written as

2am (2111 4 t )w2 +A'c. 2 ()a-'2Pv° 3  %2w

where the first term is due to viscosity and the second to chemical

relaxation. The second term is called the excess absorption coef-



ficient.

i and &" are the shear and dilatational viscosity coeffi-

cients [9] p is the density, and A' and ii are physical constants

characteristic of the perturbed chemical mechanism.

i Is the relaxation frequency measured in angular cycles per

second. Physically It is the reciprocal of the time for the equi-

librium parameter to come to i/e of its final value when the system

has been suddenly perturbed and then allowed to relax. e is the

base of the napierian logarithm.

In writing equation (5) it has been explicitly assumed that

the effect of the presence of the electrolyte is merely to add to the

attenuation coefficient of the medium a term due to the perturbed

mechanism. The assumtion has also been made that there is only one

such mechanism. Experiment has shown [1,2,15], however, that there

are at least two for some of the electrolytes so far investigated.

For such electrolytes a third term similar to the second term in equa-

tion (5) must be added. However, for frequencies veil below the sec-

ond relaxation frequency equation (5) would become

2aa24 f+40_.. + A (2+ A" t2 (6
2am, - (6)

2Pvo 3  %?,(,2  x2

Thus a mechanism of high relaxation frequency will make a negligible

contribution if A" is not too large. Magnesium sulphate falls into

•this category.

At frequencies high compared to the relaxation frequency equa-

tion (5) becomes

1|
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Measurements in the ocean show that at frequencies above one

megacycle the attenuation coefficient is practically the same as for

fresh water. This tends to show that i' and I' are relatively un-

affected by the presence of the salts in solution. However, meas-

urements of the absorption of sound in aqueous sodium acetate solutions

at frequencies between ten and forty megacycles have shown that the

effect of the eleotrolyte my be to decrease the total intensity at-

tenuation coefficient below that of pure water. This is explained by

interpreting the viscosity of water as a relaxation phenomenon and

assuming that the salt has decreased its relaxation time (10] .

In mgnesium sulphate solutions experiment seems to show that

equation (5) describes the behavior of the intensity attenuation co-

efficient accurately to within the experimental error over the fre-

quency range from five to one thousand kilocyoles [2,.4,15)

The excess absorption coefficient multiplied by a wave length

has a maximum value when the frequency of the acoustic wave is equal

to the relaxation frequency. From equation (5) this quantity is re-

lated to A' as follows:

A (8)

where X is an acoustic wave length.

In the special case of a simple dissociation process of the

type AB ' A + B, one may write in place of equations (3) and (4)

the following equations using the mss action equilibrium law.

I
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c(l- a)kl 0 2 ftcL~k2  (9)

f2 (c fk 2 )/(l-G) (10)

4 is the mean squared activity coefficients o is the molar con-

centration of dissociating electrolytes a is the degree of dissocia-

tion., and K is the mass action equilibrium constant. k1 and k2 are

the specific rate constants. The concentration of (AB) is given by

c(l-d) and the concentration of either (A) or (B) is given by ca.

Activity coefficients have been introduced in order to replace ac-

tivities with the more convenient concentration terms.

If k is the specific rate of going from state A to state B and

k2 is the reverse specific rate then it may be expected that the re-

laxation frequency will be a function of k1 and k2 . One may also

expect that if either one or both of the specific rate constants in-

creases that the relaxation frequency will likewise increase, Since

ki and k2 both have the same units in time as % (inverse seconds) it

may be expected to involve these parameters in some linear combina-

tion, but since in general they may also have concentration units x

may be a function of the concentration c of the electrolyte as well.

The excess absorption cross section per wave length per mole

p/c may be expected to be a function of concentration as well as a

function of the equilibrium parameter K' or of the mass action

equilibrium constant K. If K' is zero then all particles are in

state A and thus there can be no sound absorption. If K' is in-

. finite then all particles are In state B and aain there can be no

sound absorption. low since 11/o Is a positive function of K' it

~II~ 1'
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sost pass through at least one maximm as K' goes from zero to in-

finity. For any simple system it seems reasonable that only one

maximam will exist.

The dependence of I and g/c on the parameters c, K, kl, k2 ,

and the temperature T is expressed symbolically in the following

equations.

g/c - f(cKT) (1:)

ICU g(c~klk 2 pT) (12)

The mechanism producing the excess sound absorption may be de-

termined by determining the dependence of g/c and x on the parameters

involved. In electrolytes k2 and K may be varied by varying the

total concentration of ions (ionic strength) in solution or the di-

electric constant of the solvent [17]

Previous Work On Sound Absorption In Electrolytes

The most comprehensive work on excess sound absorption in elec-

trolytes has been done by Tama and Kurtze [ 1,2,15] and by Wilson ( 4].

The results of their work will be briefly reviewed. Tamm and Kurtze

have investigated the acoustic absorption properties of a large num-

ber of electrolytes in water solutions with regard to the dependence

of the absorption cross section and the relaxation frequency on the

valence of the salt, the temperature, the concentration, the pH of

the solution, and the effect of mixing of salts in solution. By

using a spherical resonator in the range from 5 kc. to 50 kc., a

reverberation method in the range from 50 to 1,000 kc., and Debye

4
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9

type optical methods at higher frequencies they have managed to

cover a frequency range from 5 ko. to 100 mc. Of principal in-

terest here are the results obtained at frequencies below one meg-

acycle and for the 2-2 valence type electrolytes.

All of the 2-2 valence type inorganic electrolytes investigated

without exception shoved large excess sound absorption. Tamm in-

vestigated the following sulphates: BeS04 , NiS04, MgS04 o, CoS04,

MnSO, ZnSO1, and CuS0 4 . Wilson whose results confirm Tamm's in-

vestigated BeS0 4 , W04. and ZnS04. Tamm also investigated M9S203

and M9CrO4 .

Tamm finds that for all of the 2-2 valence type inorganic

electrolytes the excess sound absorption is approximately linearly

dependent upon the concertration. In particular the absorption

cross section of N O4, MnS04, ZnS 4., and CuSO4 is approximately

constant over the range from .001 to .1 molar, but slightly

diminishes at concentrations above approximately .1 molar.

Wilson has investigated the dependence of the excess sound

absorption on concentration in somewhat more detail in the concen-

tration range from .003 to .02 molar and finds a nonlinear relation-

ship between the excess sound absorption and the concentration. In

fact, it will later be shown that the absorption cross section fL/c

calculated using Wilson's data tends to zero as the concentration

goes to zero. Presumably Wilson's results because they are some-

what more detailed give a little better picture of the behavior of

the absorption cross section at low concentrations than do Tamm's
!I
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for magnesium sulphate solutions.

The frequency dependence of the excess sound absorption for all

of the electrolytes investigated showed that the effect may be in-

terpreted in terms of one or more relaxation processes; in particu-

lar a relaxation frequency of 130 kc. at 200C was determined for

M904 which seemed to be independent of the concentration. A second

relaxation process was also indicated at a frequency above 100 mega-

cycles. NiS04 was found to have a relaxation frequenoy at about 15

kc., BeSO4 a relaxation frequency below 10 kc. and CoS04 a relaxation

frequency at about 400 kc. These relaxation frequencies were also

found to be concentration independent. It was also determined that

MSS 20 3 and MgCr04 have about the same relaxation frequencies as WgSO4.

Tam concludes that the relaxation frequency seems to be determined

by the cation (Mg+ + ) rather than by the anion (CrO, SO, S203) and is

independent of concentration for a large number of electrolytes.

The effect on the excess sound absorption of M19S0 4 and MnSO4 so-

lutions of the addition of NaCl which shows no excess sound absorption

of its own was also investigated. It was found that independent of

the initial value of the absorption coefficient ao, the ratio of the

incremental change Aa to the new value a was linearly related to

the ratio of NaCi concentration to eS04 concentration for both

M9SO 4 and MBS0 4 . This was shown to be true for values of the ratio

from 1 to 20. In particular Tamm reports the following empirical

rule:

Aa/a- [(NaCl)/(MeSO4 ) Jf (13)

j|



For b0 14 1/5 and for M804 f 1/12.5.

The temperature dependence of the relaxation frequency and the

excess absorption cross section was investigated for NiS04, CoSO4

and for MS904. In each case it was found that the relaxation fre-

quency increased with the temperature according to the law

log(%/T) * - (AE/RT)log(e) + constant (14)

where AH is the enthalpy of activation and e is the napierian base.

Wilson's work on the temperature dependence of the relaxation fre-

quency gives good agreement with the work of Tam for MS0 4 .

The magnitude of the excess sound absorption cross section was

observed by Tam to increase very slightly and then to decrease as

the temperature ranged from 11C to 80*C for .05 molar M804. Wilson

investigated the temperature dependence of the excess absorption per

wave length for a .01 molar solution of MaS0 4 and found a slight In-

crease in the excess sound absorption between 4.4 C and 43.-5C in

agreement with Tam's results.

In an effort to explain his own results and those of Kurtze in

the higher frequency range Tamm considers various possible models in

the light of his evidence and comes to the conclusion that the excess

sound absorption might be due to dissociation, ion association, or

a complicated combination of molecular dissociation and hydrolysis.

He rules out the possibility of thermal relaxation or of ion hydra-

tion. Taum prefers the combination of molecular dissociation and

hydrolysis hypothesis.

+I
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For magnesium sulphate Wilson ruled out the possibility of

thermal relaxation since no appreciable decrease in the sound absorp-

tion was observed at about 40C at which teoperature the sound would

be propagated approximately isothermally. This is in agreement with

calculations due to Liebermann (7 ]. On this basis it will be assumed

that the excess sound absorption is due to a pressure dependent

process.

i
E1
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I. Theory of Sound Absorption in Magnesium Sulphate

As mentioned in the introduction, L. Liebermnn (7) has pro-

posed that the excess sound absorption in the sea my be due to the

acoustical perturbation of either a unimolecuar process involving

the molecules or ions of magnesium sulphate or the dissociation

process involving the same compound. The possible chemical mech-

anisms which he has suggested are

(A)k1 l (B)k2  (15)

(MSSO)kl ()i9 e)(SO4 _)k 2  (16)

On the basis of (15) and (16) and the assumption of pressure de-

pendence alone he has derived expressions for the excess sound absorp-

tion properties due to an irreversible perturbation of either the

dissociation process or the unimolecular process where no account has

been taken of activity coefficients. Barthel (8] has since presented

similar equations in which he has considered activity coefficients

for the dissociation process but not their variation with an acoustic

wave,

For the unimolecular process of the type described by equation

(15) the expressions for the maxima excess sound absorption per wave

length and the relaxation frequency are according to Barthel

V ( 2 mklk 2/PT(kl+k2 )2  (17)

# •
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m is the total concentration of the species producing the sound

absorption. Since it Is an experimental fact that both M1g++ and S04""

ions =t be present we way take m as equal to either the concentra-

tion of pairs of Ions ca or to the concentration of molecules c(1-a)

where c is the concentration of magnesium sulphate and a is the

degree of dissociation. (A V) is the change in volume per mole on

going from state A to state B. P is the Isothermal compressibility.

According to equation (18) the unimolecular process is charac-

terized by a relaxation frequency which is independent of the con-

centration of electrolyte.

New equations for the mximm excess sound absorption per wave

length and the relaxation frequency have been derived based upon

the mochanism proposed In equation (16). The strong dependence of

the activities of the ions on the concentration of the electrolyte

and the periodic variation of the activities of the ions with the

passage of an acoustic wave has been taken into account. These

equations are based upon the assumption that an irreversible per-

turbation of a pressure dependent chemical equilibrium will cause a

phase lag in the compressibility of the medium. No thermal relaxation

is considered. The pseudo thermodynamic approach is used in the der-

ivation which is given In the appendix.

In accounting for the variation of the activities with the

passage of a sound wave a new function F is defined by means of equa-

A- -1
p!



tion (20) below. Through this equation the paramtere dielectric

constant D and ional ooncentration r' are introduced. if cI is the

concentration of the ith ion species and zi Is the number of units of

charge on it, then the ional concentration is given by the equation

- icizi 2  [3] (19)

and the function F is defined as follows:

Fm -8 (20)d:

The function F is evaluated by means of the Debye uckel equa-

tion for the mean activity coefficient [3]

1n f 2 - -4.606 SV (21)
1 + A ViF7

The expressions for S and A are

S w 5.lxl06(DT)3/2 (22)

A - 3. 578z ) (23)

The mean ionic diametera enters into the calculation of A. The

j value used was taken as 3.08 angstroms (page 416 of reference 19).

See the conclusion for a further discussion of the mean ionic diameter.

The function F always appears multiplied by ca so that Fca shall

be considered instead of F alone. Fc a has been calculated and plotted

as a function of ca and is presented in graphical form in the appendix.

The range of concentrations for which the expression for Fca Is good

is limited to the range for which equation (21) is applicable.



For the dissociation process the equations which have been de-

rived (see the appendix) for the excess sound absorption per vave

length per mole and the relaxation frequency are

0 ",) (24)

X a k, L1 + (2-Fca) (25)

P is the isothermal static compressibility of the medium and is

assumed to be unchanged by the addition of the electrolyte. The de-

termination of P is described in the appendix.

W is an empirical parameter which must be evaluated by experi-

ment.

The following facts about the dependence of Fca and a upon the

dielectric constant D of the medium and the molar concentration c of

the electrolyte in solution are pertinent to this experiment. The

value of a decreases monotonically and for large values of the di-

electric constant (water, D = 78.5 esu, T = 25 0 C) very slowly from

unity at zero concentration toward zero as the concentration in-

creases. As the dielectric constant of the medium is lowered the

rate of decrease of a with increasing concentration is greatly accel-

erated. This means with regard to equation (10) or (16) that the

i
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value of the ease action equilibrium constant as well as the value

of the mean squared activity coefficient is lowered by lowering the

dielectric constant of the medium. Physically this means that the

population of ions Is diminished while the population of molecules

is Inoreased for a given total concentration of electrolyte as the

dielectric constant is lowered.

The function Fod plotted as a function of co inoreasasat first

rapidly with concentration and then tends to level off Increasing

slowly at higher concentrations. The effect of lowering of the di-

electric constant is to accelerate the rate of change of Fod with c

as well as to give it higher values. See the plot of Fc in the

appendix. It is shown in the appendix that Fca is bounded.

In water solvents in the range of concentrations amenable to

investigation with the present apparatus, the difference between

equations (18) which predicts a constant relaxation frequency and

(25) which predicts a slightly increasing one could not be defi-

nitely established because equation (25) increases only slightly

and the dispersion in the measured values of v was of the order of

that increase. Dr. Wilson, like Team, concluded that the relaxa-

tion frequency was constant.

Similarly, Dr. Wilsont. data for the excess absorption per

wave length would fit either the dissociation or the unimoleoular

process as previously mentioned. From Wilson's data it my be

shown that in magnesium sulphate solutions the ratio Ik/o tends to

zero as the concentration goes to zero. Thus this quantity is

proportional to the wa er of mansium sulp~ate molecules which

I
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also tends to sero with the concentration.

If a unImolecuar prooess were the source of the excess sound

absorption then a should be taken equal to o(1-a) according to the

discussion above and equation (17) should take the form

A/. I(V)2kl2 ( )(26)
(k 1+k2 )2

Since a is a monotonic deoreasing function of concentration

p/o should be a mnotonic increasing function for all c for the uni-

moleoular oase according to equation (26) while according to equa-

tion (24) for the dissociation case P/c should increase at first to

a maximum and then should decrease again. The york of Tau taken

together with that of Wilson shows the latter behavior for magnesium

sulphate solutions.

If the range of values of a could be lowered then the differences

between the two mechanisms would be quite marked in our limited rane

of concentrations. The relaxation frequency for the dissociation

proess would increase repidly with concentration according to equa-

tion (23) while according to equation (18) it would reain constant

for the umlolecular process. Further, the difference In the be-

bavior of p/c for the two oases would be quite different as mentioned

above.

In order to distinguish between these two possible mechanisms

on the oe hand and to determine if the acoustic effect Is due to

either one of then on the other the range of values of a ws lowered

by lowering the dielectric constant of the medium. For this purpose

1 ,
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mixtures of dioxane and mater as solvent instead of pure water were

used. The results rule out the hypothesis of a unimoleoular type

mmohanism and seem to confirm the assumption of a dissociation type

mechanism instead.

Many different solvents mixed with water have apparently been

used by chemists to determine the effect on the chemical kinetics

of a reaction of the dielectric constant of the medium. For the

purpose of the present study it was necessary to find a substance

of low dielectric constant which was readily miscible in water and

which did not produce an excessive increase in the sound absorp-

tion of the solvent.

It turns out that there are only about three substances suitable

for this study [ 13 1. These are dioxane, methanol, and ethylene

glycol. Both ethylene glycol and dioxane have been tried but the

experiments with the ethylene glycol have been unsuccessful. They

are not reported here. The work with dioxane has been quite

successful.

The york with ethylene glycol was complicated by the foruation

of a fine precipitate which could not be gotten rid of and the

origin of which was not understood. Since the medium was quite

viscous the precipitate remined in suspension in the medium. It

is believed that these suall particles added appreciably to the

sound absorption of the medium so as to usk the expected relaxa-

tion effect. The results for ethylene glycol ater solutions of

umanesium sulphate could not be interpreted as a simple relaxation

phenomenon.

~ 1
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III. Experimental Technique

Description of the Aparatus

The reverberation method is used. A frequency range of from

about 20 kc. to 500 kc. and a rare of decay rates from about 1 db/sec.

to about 400 db/sec. is available with the apparatus used in this ex-

periment. The reverberation method employed here has been described

by Leonard (5] and by Tamm [15] • lders [16] and Moen [ 14] have

also described similar techniques. Details of this particular appa-

ratus have been given by Wilson (4&) and by Leonard [ 5].

A closed spherical pyrex glass container filled with liquid and

suspended on thin piano wires in a vacuum is used as the reverbera-

tion chamber. The sound source is a small ADP crystal glued on the

outside of the bottle. The same crystal also acts as the sound re-

ceiver. By means of a system of relays a radio frequency generator

feeds a signal of chosen frequency through an amplifier to the piezo

electric crystal and thus stores acoustic energy in the resonator.

When the sound level is sufficiently high the crystal is switched

from the oscillator circuit to the receiving circuit. An PAK 7

radio receiver is used which beats the ultrasonic signal against a

fixed frequency and thus produces an audible tone. The decay rate

of the intensity of the audible tone is then used as a measure of the

decay rate of the sound energy in the resonator.

The output signal is monitored visually by means of an osoillo-

V 4
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scope with a long persistence screen fed by a logarithmic amplifier

which gives a direct current voltage proportional to the logarithm of

the sound Intensity and audibly by means of a pair of earphones.

The oscilloscope Is synchronized to make one sweep when the decay

signal Is received.

For frequencies below about 300 kc. the decay rates are general-

ly long enough to be recorded on a BrZel and KJaer sound level record-

er. For large decay rates and high frequencies the decay rate my

be determined by calibrating the oscilloscope.

The resonators are round bottom pyrex boiling flasks whose

necks have been reduced to about one Inch high and one inch in out-

side diameter. Twelve liter boiling flasks were used throughout ex-

cept for one series of measurements made on a .002 molar aqueous

solution of magnesium sulphate in a 50 liter flask.

The crystals used were 45*Z cut amonium dihydrogen phosphate

crystals. For the frequency range from 20 to about 200 kc. it was

found that a crystal of dimensions 2.0 x 1.2 x .6 cm. worked veil

while at frequencies above 200 kc. a pair of smaller crystals of

dimensions approximately 1.0 x .8 x .6 cm. connected in parallel

worked satisfactorily.

The temperature could be controfled to within plus or minus one

half degree centigrade by means of a water Jacket consisting of a

large coil of copper tubing Inside of the vacuum chamber. Thermal

equilibrium between the contents of the resonator and the water

Jacket was assured by maintaining the temperature in the water Jacket

- approximately constant for long periods of time. Further, the

i
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tepemrtur. in the room always remained within a couple of degrees

! of 2500.

The temperature of the resonator was measured by means of a

calibrated thermister whose resistance ms measured on a small Wheat-

stone bridge built for the purpose. The thermistor was glued to the

side of the resonator.

A schematic diagram of the electrical parts of the apparatus is

given on the next page.

The system is normally in the receiving condition as shorn in

the diagram. When the system is keyed all of the relays (1), (2),

(3) and (4) close and the system is in the send condition. A pick up

signal whose intensity can be controlled by means of the variable re-

sistance R is used to tune the receiver to the frequency of the sig-

nal generator. It is also used for auditor7 tuning of the signal

generator to the resonant frequencies of the resonator.

Method of Taking Acoustic Data

In taking the data a selection process was used as follows. One

starts at the top of the frequency scale and looks for a resonant

mode. When one is found the trace on the oscilloscope will be a

straight line. This decay rate is recorded and the oscilloscope is

adjusted so that the trace makes a 45 degree line. One then goes down

frequency looking for nov modes which give straight line traces. If

a mode is found vith a trace steeper than 45 degrees it Is rejected.

If a mode is found with a trace less steep it ts recorded and the
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oscilloscope is readjusted.

Both in theory and in practice a great number of modes of vibra-

tion of the resonator exist. Points corresponding to these decay

rates plotted against frequency will form a kind of spread out domain.

By the process described above one picks out the lowest of these

modes and thus determines the least bound of this domain of points.

It Is believed that these points correspond to the radial modes of

the resonator since for these modes the shear losses at the valls

should be least and they should have the longest decay times. Epir-

icalLy it is found that the least bound so obtained determines a

reasonably smooth curve and that for pure solvent a straight line with

a slope of two is determined for the frequency range from about 80 to

5M kc. Below about 80 ko. the wall losses become relatively large

and the curve becomes less steep. Such curves are shown in the data.

Method of Determining p and x

First a series of reverberation measurements are made by means

of the apparatus already described and a calibration of the resonator

and liquid is obtained. Next magnesium sulphate is added as described

in the appendix and the series of reverberation measurements is re-

peated. The increase in the souri absorption is attributed to the

electrolyte. The total sound absorption is thus assumed to be the

simple sum of the resonator and liquid losses plus the loss due to the

perturbed ohamical equilibrium. In particular equation (1) takes the

form

' I.
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2am (2 .'-s A'-- + wall losses (27)
3 2 2

The results of the calibration run are subtracted from the

results with the salt to determine the excess sound absorption.

In practice a kind of average curve is drawn through each of the

two sets of points and the difference between these two curves is

taken at regular intervals. Since the data is in db/sec. and the

units of 2a are in nepers/cm. it is necessary to make a conversion

of units.

If the oxcess sound absorption per wave length

. .1151 fid.em rate solution) -( decay rate solvent)]
(7202) t frequency)

is plotted on a log log graph against the angular frequency the curve

ill take on a simetrical form about a maximtm value occuring at the

relaxation frequency. The maximum excess absorption per wave length

p and the relaxation frequency % are then easily determined from such

a plot. Such curves are presented in the appendix with the data.

As defined % is measured in angular cycles per second but the

frequencies determined experimentally are measured in cycles per sec-

ond; thus we mast either mltiply the relaxation frequency in cycles

per second determined experimentally by 21 or divide % by 21? . The

latter course is the more convenient and will be folloved here.

A suvmry of the results of a series of acoustic measurements

is included in the appendix.

J I



IV. Experimental Results

IW Z OF THE DISL3CMIC CONSTANT

Results for Water, D = 78.5 esu, T a 250C

In order to test equations (24) and (25) the values of k1 and

W are calculated from the acoustical data and values of a cal-

culated by using the activity coefficients of zinc sulphate (these

should be quite similar to those of magnesium sulphate, reference 3)

and the mass action equilibrium constant for an aqueous solution of

magnesium sulphate at 250 C. The value of the mass action equilibrium

constant was taken as .0063 from reference 6. Constancy of the cal-

culated values of k1 and W is expected on the basis of the disso-

ciation hypothesis. The results of these calculations are tabulated

below.

Calculated Values of k /2f and W for Water
(250C, D - 8.5 esu)

Concentration kt/27( WxlO3

(moles/liter) tkc) cm6/m0ole2

.OOe 114 6.04*

.003 107 5.53*

.0052 112 9.57

.008 no 9.07

.010 101 9.59

.014 107 8.81

.oeo 116 8.82
Average 109.6 Average 9.2

These values are neglected in cmuting the average because of the
large uncertainty in the values of excess sound absorption at these
low concentrations.

r!
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Results for Water Dioxane Solvents

The values of the wse action equilibrium constants for solu-

tions of dielectric constant equal to 67.0 and 56.5 esu were deter-

mined from the measured values of the relaxation frequency by means

of equation (25). This was done in order to test equations (24)

and (25) for the solutions of lower dielectric constant and to see

if the acoustic data might be used to determine all of the parameters

involved.

It ws found that if the relaxation frequencies were plotted on

a linear scale against the square root of the concentration that an

app'oximately straight line could be drawn through the points and

extrapolated to zero concentration. According to equation (25) the

intercept on the frequency axis should give the value of k1. Equa-

tion (25) could then be solved for the degree of dissociation a for

cach particular value of concentration c. The activity coefficients

could then be calculated and finally the mass action equilibrium

constant could be calculated for each particular value of concentra-

tion. The extrapolated value of k, was adjusted until a value vas

found which would give the most nearly constant value of the mss

action equilibrium constant for all of the concentrations on which

measurements were made.

The solution of equation (25) ws facilitated by a graphical

tchinique. Equation (25) ws solved for Foa.

a2 - (l+wk') (29)" Fca- 1 -a

t>

* -' * I
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d on the right hand side of equation (29) was multiplied and dividedIby c which left the equation unchanged but made the right hand expres-

sion an explicit function of ca for fixed c. The right hand side of

equation (29) was then plotted as a function of ca for fixed c and

on a graph of Fca versus ca similar to the one in the appendix. The

intersection of the two curves gave the solution ca and FcPa directly.

a was then computed from c and ca.

Once a and Fca were determined the values of W were calcu-

lated by means of equation (24) and the measured values of p.

A plot of % versus Vc- is included on the following page with

the theoretical curves of best fit drawn in. A plot of 4/c versus

v'c is also included to show how these values follow the trend indi-

cated by equation (24).

Results of Calculation

concentration K WxlO3

(moles/liter) (moles/liter) (cM6 /mole2)

Dielectric constant 67.0 esu. kl/2ff 130 kc.

.0015 .00278 9.58

.002 .00228 11.2

.005 .00275 9.93

.0075 .00207 9.54

.010 .00201 9.60

Average 10.0

Dielectric constant 56.5 eau. kl/2f - 62 kc.

.001 .000695 10.8

.002 .000627 9.56

.003 .ooo659 10.91

.005 .00090 10.7
Average 10.0

JA
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Sumay of Results

In order to be able to check the acoustic results for the values

of dielectric constant used it was necessary to determine the values

of the mass action equilibrium constant by another means. This was

done by making conductivity measurements on dilute solutions of me-

nesium sulphate following the method described in Harned and Owen's

The Physical Chemistry of Electrolytic Solutions [3]

Values for the mass action equilibrium constant for dioxane

water mixtures having values of the dielectric constant equal to 67.0

esu (13.0% by weight dioxane) and 56.5 esu (25.0% by weight dioxane)

were determined. This was done with conductivity measuring equipment

which belonged to the Agriculture department. Dr. Appleman very

kindly let the author use it.

The results of these measurements give for D a 67.0 esu K a .0025,

and for D w 56.5 esu K a .00069j. These measurements were made at

approximately 25"C. See the appendix for details.

The results of the calculations for all solvents tested may be

sunarized as follows.

D K (acoustic) K (conduct.) kxlO 6  k2xlO'7

(esu) (mole/liter) (mole/liter) (sec. 1) (sec."1 liter mole "1

78.5 .0063* .69 11
67.0 .oo24 .0025 .82 34
56.5 .00065 .00069 .39 60
* Taken from reference 6.

According to Laidler [17] the rate of change of the specific rate

of reaction of a pair of reacting ions of valence z1 and z2 with the

4 *. i./x



reciprocal of the dielectric constant is given by the folloving

equation:

d ln k2  2_ (0

d (17B) kTr

In our case zl -z2 a 2 and r equals twice the mean ionic radius

3.08 x 10 8 cm. The value of the slope is calculated as plus 312.

The logarithm of the specific rate constant k2 is plotted against the

reciprocal of the dielectric constant and the theoretical slope is

drawn in for comparison. The plot is on the next page.

It is seen from the plot that the specific rate of association

does increase with the reciprocal of the dielectric constant as it

should If Ions of the opposite sign are Involved as supposed here but

apparently not in a linear fashion. The positive increase of k2 gives

further credence to the dissociation hypothesis.

e is the electrostatic unit of charge and k is Boltz~mnn's

constant.

I

I
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ID'LuNC or ToE IONfAL O03CI1RAI0N

The Investigat ion by Tom of the effect on the excess sound

absorption of magnesium sulphate solutions of adding sodium chloride

furnishes a test Of the Influence Of the ionsl concentration,,

Calculations based upon approximate equations derived by

K. ILaidler (17] for the dependence of reaction rate upon Ionic

strength (equal to 20I were used to calculate a as a function of the

ratio of concentration Of sodium chloride to concentration of magnesium

sulphate. The equations apply strictly only at very low concentrations

so that agreement with experiment Is only qualitative. calculated values

of &A.i/, for a concentration of miagnesium sulphate of 0.1 molar are

coared with the values expected according to Tums rule In the

Table below.

SALT EFFECT

C hCl AllA b

0 0 0
1.57 .170.31
3.93 0617 -8
6.26 1.62 1.25
8.73 2.10 1.75

11.2 2.41 2.24

a. Calculated using equation (214) and approximate values of a.

b. Calculated using Tam's rule.
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°INLOEn OF THZ UNIATUME

It is well known that the specific rate constants are exponentially

dependent upon the temperature (17]. Referring to equation (25) one

sees that the temperature dependence of x should thus be determined by

the temperature dependence of the specific rate of molecular dissociation.

The linear dependence of the log on the reciprocal of the absolute

temperature reported by Tam (2] and by Wilson (4] is thus explained.

The experimental activation energy estimated by Tam and by Wilson is

apparently the activation energy of molecular dissociation.

The term multiplying k1i in equation (25) should vary only slightly

with temperature since according to the Debye-Huckel theory the tempera-

ture always appears multiplied by the dielectric constant. In the

range of temperatures from 00 C to 80°C the product DT varies by only

10%. Thus both a and Fca should change very little. Any slight change

with temperature should be masked by the exponential behavior of k1 .

In particular kl/c should be approximately constant in this temperature

range.

Tam reports a detailed series of measurements for a .03 molar

solution of NS04 from 110 C to 800 C. The value of a for a .05 molar

may be calculated as mentioned above in the discussion of the water

solvent results. The values of the compressibility over this range

of temperatures may be estimated from the speed of sound as a function

of temperatures The expected values of p for this concentration and

this range of temperatures have been calculated using the average

value of W - 9 x 10 - 3 for water and are given in the table below.

The calculated values are to be compared with values estimated from

Taim's published results.

- 0 -- I ,
V- t
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Th1'WURATLTRZ EFCT

Temp. 4 X1O4PX0

oc(calculated) (estiated from
Tam' a work)

0 1.85

10 1.90 1.8

20 1.94 1.9

30 1.94 2.0

40 1.93 1.9

50 1.90 1.8

60 1.86 1.5

70 1.82

80 1.76 1.2
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V. Conclusion

The calculated values of the rate constants k 1 and k are thought

to be accurate to two significant figures as given in the ausary on

Page 31. This judgment is based upon the self consistency of the

calculated values of the ratio K for the different concentrations

used in the acoustic method and upon the good agreement between the

two different methods of determining K.

Calculations were also carried out using a somewhat larger value

for the mean ionic diameter of 3.64 angstroms taken from the work of

Earned and Hudson on the diffusion of aqueous magnesium sulphate so-

lutions [ 12). It was found that the results for the acqueous mg-

nesium sulphate solutions were unchanged while the calculated values

of K for the dioxane water mixtures were slightly increased to give

a little better agreement with the values of K determined from con-

ductivity measurements. The increase in individual values of K

calculated for each concentration was, however, less then the varia-

tion between individual values. From this we may conclude that kl

and k2 are insensitive to the exact value of the mean ionic diameter

to the degree of accuracy attained here.

The fact that the relaxation frequencies for NgS),, ZgSS2 03 and

NgCrO4 are all about the ame and different for NiSO, ZWO4 and
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W0O4 in wter solutions as determined by Tam seems to indicate that

ki the rate of mleoular dissociation is largely determined by the

positive metal ion rather than by the negative ion. Further, it ap-

pears from the unusual behavior of k1 with the addition of dioxane

that the nature of the solvent has quite an important effect upon

the rate of dissociation. Perhaps a continued study along the lines

suggested in this thesis might shod more light upon the factors de-

tetiuning rate prooesses involving molecular dissociation.

I1
V1
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Derivation of zquations (24) and (2)

Consider a solution containing Ions A and X of one sign, Ions

Y and B of opposite sign and the neutral molecules AB. Let it be

supposed that the Ions A and B are continually associating to form

AB and that the molecules AB are continually dissociating into the

tons A and B. The Ions X and Y remain unassociated and merely

insure electrical neutrality of the solution. Introducing the

specific rate constants and the mean activity coefficient squared,

the expression for the rate of production of Ions A (or of B) my

be written as

d(A)/dt - kl(AB) - k 2 (A)(B) (1)

When equilibrium is attained, d(A)/dt = 0.

If it Is supposed that the equilibrium between AB and A and B

Is pressure dependent, then a change in the pressure ill cause a

shift in the equilibrium. Such a medium may be characterized as

having a complex compressibility. The isothermal compressibilityI!
of the solution may be assumed to be equal to the isothermal

compressibility of the solvent (assumed real) plus a complex factor fI
due to the perturbed chemical equilibrium. Thus

P O+ P,(2)
It may be shown as follows that tfie contribution to the

intensity attenuation coefficient per wave length of the complex

compressibility is

2sX -2r Im (p'/po)
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Define the complex sound velocity v by the equation

11 + L
v V0  iO

The term vo is the zero frequency sound velocity since a goes to

zero as u2. This corresponds to a plane wave with time dependence

of the form exp(lt).

Transpose the vo and square the expression.

Vo2  a2 v0
2  _ 12av0

v2  2

On the other hand,

Vo2 _ + P1

Therefore

PO 2avo 2aX
PO -1m 0 2ff

0

The quantity 2a has a maximum value when taken as a function of

the frequency which occurs at the so called relaxation frequency. If

the maximum excess sound absorption per wave length is represented

by g, then

S-2w max Im (P'/po) (3)

Consider a small tnit cube In a homogeneous volume of

* solution. Let it be supposed that no molecules of solvent nor

of solute get in or out of the cub, that the cube is in a plane

sound field, and that the dimensions of the cube are small compared

• i
.1I

t €1
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to a wave length. The valls of the cube vill pulsate uniformly with

the passage of a sound wave. The rate equation (1) may be written

in terms of the numbers of molecules and ions per unit volume as

dnl/dt- kln - k2f~njn2  (4)

14t equilibrium dn/dt " -dnl/dt - -dn 2 /dt - 0.

In writing the rate equation k1 and k2 are assumed to be

2
independent of concentration while f+ is assumed to be a function

of the concentration. In a harmonic sound field all of the para-

2
meters n, nl, n2 , kl, k2 , and f+ are assumed to be pressure

dependent and to have a harmonic time dependence of the form exp (iwt).

The concentration of molecules and ions will vary with the

passage of a sound wave because the numbers of ions and molecules

vary and because the volume varies. Thus the variation in the

unit volume must also be considered. The available data, however,

seem to indicate that the volume variation makes a negligible

contribution to the sound absorption.

The general irreversible rate equation may be represented by

a Taylor's series in terms of mall variations in all of the

paramaters. Only linear terms need be considered.

2 2

iwAnl n~kI - f~imnAk2 + klan - k2 f+(nln 2 + n2 nI ) +

- 2 2()
. .~nln2 (kln-2k2 nl n2 f )Av

! r
Ii

p\



8ince It takes on. ton each of A and B to make one molecule

ofAD, It Is true that

Ann *An, - -An2  (6)

The mass action equilibrium law#

K1- k1 /k2 - f~nln2/n 1  (7)

gives

f 2  2 - 2 (8)

Well known therndy'nmc relations (3] give

aPT-AV*

and A -- ET ln K

Thus, RN- (aK/an) (c-u/aP)T -AV.

and therefore

AK/K - (AV0 ) An/BT (ari/ap) (9)

Sine 40 Is the free energy change vhen all of the reactants

are in their standard state and Is not the free energy change on

going from the Ionized state to the molecular state, the associated

inolal volume change A?0 viU be treated as an emirical constant.

This Is contrary to the assumption mde by Le Lieberuman (7] in an mko

earlier paper.
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The contribution P' to the isothermal compressibility due to a

perturbation of the dissociation process Is

a-- (av/an) (an/ap)T

Define AV N N (av/an)T , then

(an/ap)"1 - - (AV)/Np' (10)

Unit volume has been assumed so that v is suppressed.

Putting equations (9) and (10) into equation (8) gives

nk r- f 2 n Ak - k f 2 n n WAn/P'NIT (11)1±1 2 2 2±+1 2

where W = (AV0 )(AV).

To estimate the variation in the unit volume with the passage

of a sound wave consider the variations in volume, pressure, and

number of molecules n, represented vectorially on the clock

diagram below (Figure 1).

t vo

Figure 1

The net change in volume Av must lag behind the acoustic -*

pressure p since this gives work done on the system as positive. $

I

'I I



Avo is the variation in volume of the solvent assumed dissipationless

for convenience so that it lags behind the acoustic pressure by one

hundred and eighty degrees.

The variation in volume Av' due to a shift in equilibrium is

assumed to be in phase with the variation In the number of molecules

A n. The resultant change in volume of the solution is Av. A

decrease in volume associated vith the dissociation process has been

assumed.

From the diagram it may be deduced that

Lv' a - 3Wp•

The ratio of specific heats y has been introduced because the process

is adiabatic.

It may reasonably be assumed, however, that

Av' - (av/an)Ln2 - (AV)An/N,

since y is very close to one.

Eliminating "v' and Yvp between the last three equations gives

AV M (AV)( +Pf')Zn/NP' (12)

2 An
To estimate the variations in f+ as a function oflet a new

function F be defined such that

F a (z2 2 ~ d (lnf?)/dr(3

1 + Z

p ,

I
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This function Is dlscussed in the following section.

Pis called the lonal concentration [3] and for the case

considered here is given by the equation

j-1

i 1
2

Variations in f+ will be given by

f .- . (,,/N -F",v) (15v)

where +f Z 2). Equation (6) and the fact that the

populations of X and Y remain unchanged has been used.

Substitute equations (6), (11), (12), and (15) into equation

(5). Cancel out An and solve for P'. Use equation (7) to eliminate

terms involving k2 .

-1 -
= klnN [W(RT) " 

- (AV)Po(rF'-l)][ilo -K] "

where x -k [1 + n 1 + n -1( + LV - ir'Av)i.

If one assumes that (LV) is very small so that (AV) << F and

also (tV) << (tVo) then all terms involving (AV) may be dropped.

The results seem to confirm these assumptions as will be shown

below. Thus

= (k nw/?'T] [io. - 1

J1

where x. kl1 -1 -l - 7)]"
e 11 + n(n + n2 -
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In reference [7] it vas assumed that (AV) - (AVo).

' has a mulm at w - K thus x Is the relaxation frequency.

To obtain expressions for P and x in terms of concentration

units consider the following. Let c be the total concentration of A

in either the molecular or ionized state and lot a be the fraction of A

in the ionized state, then

(AB) n c(l-) a n-,

-l
(A) - ca - n1jN.

Similarly let c' be the total concentration of B in either

state and let a' be the fraction of B in the ionized state, then

(AB) -c'(l-a),

(B) c'a'.

Thus c(l.a) - c'(l-a').

Suppose that c' - mc then solve for a#

a' a 1- a-' -+ mla.

Thus (B) - c(m-i + a)- n2N'l.

Substitute equation (16) into equation (3) and change the

notation as indicated above. The expression for the maximum excess

sound absorption per wave length in this notation is then given by
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- .c(1-a)kw/P,T. (17)

Similarly in this notation the expression for the relaxation

frequency x becomes

[+1-a 2-+-1, FoG)]. (18)

For the special case where the concentration of magnesium ions

equals the concentration of sulphate ions m - 1 and equation (18)

becomes equation (25) of the text.

I
Il

II
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The Function Fca

The function F always appears multiplied by ca so that

it is more convenient to consider Fcc rather than F alone.

The expression for the mean activity coefficient squared

according to the Debye-Huckel theory Is

2 1/2 4 l/2)-l.

nf+ -4.6o6 s r (1 (19)

For a bi bivalent electrolyte vhere z1 a Z2  2 and taking

for the mean Ionic diameter the standard value of 3.08

angstrom. (19], the expressions for S andA are

S- 5.132 x 106 (D)

-k log.6 (DT)-1/2

Substitute equation (19) into equation (12) and multiply

through by ca.

Fca- 18.424 Scar " 1/2 (1 .,F1/)-2 (20)

A



Equations (19) and (20) are plotted on pMe 52 for several

values of the dielectric constant as a function of ca over the

range of values of c In which these equations are expected to

hold approximately.

%
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Prepar'ation of the Samples

In preparing the sauiles the resonator was first washed with

* cleaning solution (concentrated sulphuric said azA potassium chromate)

and then wshed with a detergent and hot water. The resonator was

finally rinsed several time with once distilled inter.

In preparing the solvent mixture, once distilled water wad di -

ozade ("akr Chemical Co.,. Teohnical grade) were weighed a:A mixed in

4ie resonator4 The weights wer'e determined to four uignificant fig-

urea on a large kilogram scale so that the percentage by weight of

diozane Vuas known accurately, The dielectric of the solution wes de-

termined from this knowledge by mown of a table [(3]

It has been found that any gae bubbles on the wells of the

resonator will enormusly Increase the decay tim and my In fact mask

all other sources of attenuation. It was necessary to prevent the

formation of any such bubbles. For this purpose the sea~ls ws run

through a degassing process.

The suaQle wes connected by mens of a short length of rubber

tubing which had been previously boiled In concentrated sodium hydrox-

Ide solution and a glass tube adapter to an evacuated 22 liter

sphere. A migaetostrictive, transducer ins held tightly against the

resonator and driven at about Its resonant frequency and the fifth

resonant spherical mode of the resonator. Tise about 26 kc. Un-

der these conditions a small amount of liquid (about I gram) boiled

off until the partial pressures of liquid and liquid vapor were

equal. The gWs in solution continued to come out of solution, expe-
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dited by the action of the strong acoustic field built up at the reson-

ant de of the bottle until the partial pressure of the gas in the

gas phase ws equal to the partial pressure of the gas dissolved.

When the posing of the solution slowed down appreciably the second

sphere ws pumped out auin. In this way the gas content of the solu-

tion ws reduced to a small value so as to prevent the formtion of any

gas bubbles on the walls of the resonator during the series of rever-

beration masurmonts. The liquid was called dessed when no more

bubbles could be driven out of the liquid, and sealed by mans of a

short rubber tube and a clamp. The process took about 36 hours on the

average. The saple was then allowed to set for a couple of days so

that any residual gas bubbles might redissolve.

To prevent the formation of gas bubbles due to the action of bac -

tera the samples were poisoned with a very small quantity of mercurio

chloride. Four millilitere of a solution of 40 milligram of merouric

chloride per liter were added to the 12.5 liters of solution in the

resonator for this purpose.

The agn esiun sulphate used was of the type Baker Analyzed and

was weighed on an analytic balance to the last milligram thus giving

four significant figures for the weight determination. To add the

salt to the deassed liquid it was put In a one liter sphere which

ws coupled to the resonator. The sphere ws then evacuated for

several hours and a hest lamp was used to drive off gas sticking to

the crystals. The two spheres were then opened to each other and the

salt dissolved. Alternately the salt ws merely added by opening the .

resonator and then depssing it apin. The latter method vas found



to be most efficient.

Flor convenience in weighig hydrated magnesium, su2~pbate M004oj~ 7320

was used for all or the low conoentrations.* It was estimated that the

resulting change In the concentration of water in the solution was no

greater than a few hundredths of one per cent. At higher oonoentza-

tions anhydrous N00 was used, The values of the dielectric

constant, estimated to three significant figures by mans of the

table mntioned above did not change on addition of the magnesium

sulphate.

Conductivity Determinations of the Mbass

Action Equilibrium. Constants

The test call was made of a pair of one centimeter sluare plat-

InIzed. parallel Plates approximately one centimter apart set In a

smll glass sphere. The test solution could be drawn up Into the

cell by mans of a rubber bulb on the top. The bridge wes a Con-

ductivity Bridge Model RC 16 made by Industrial Ins truments, 3#~o.

To make the test samples approximately two liters of solvent of

the correct proportions of diozane and water was prepared. From

this approximately one liter of magnesium sulphate solution of maxi-

n concentration was prepared, 71=14~ from the solution and the

pure solvent all of the other test samples were prepared In 250 al.

* lots. Onie liter of a standard solution of .011N KCl was also pre-

pared.

The solution to be tested was drawn up Into the test cll and

the resistance mes read on the bridge. The resistance of all of the



{ various solutions of mnesium sulphate as well as of the pure solvent

and the standard solution were determined one after the other.

The resistance of the standard solution was used to caloulate the

cell constant. The specific resistance of the test solution was

taken from the Bandbook of Cheadstry and Physics (1951). Once the cell

constant had been determined in this fashion the specific conductivi-

ties of the various solutions were comuted. To determine the spe-

cific conductivity of the agnesium sulphate in solution the specific

conductivity of the mgnesium sulphate LA was taken as equal to the

difference between the specific conductivity of the solution and of

the solvent. The equivalent conductivity of mgnesium sulphate in

solution A is the specific conductivity of the magnesium sulphate

times 1000 divided by the number of equivalents (twice the aolar con-

centration) per liter. This quantity is plotted as a function of

the square root of the concentration of salt.

To determine the mas action equilibrium constant from these

surements it is assumed that the Onsager conductance limiting law

describes the behavior of an ideal ocmpletely dissociated salt. The

difference between the theoretical and experimental conductance then

Is attributed to incomplete dissociation. (See reference 3 for a

discussion of this assumption.)

When Incomplete dissociation Is taken Into account the Onsager

conductance law takes the form

A I(A; (a* Ao+P*) V/8iJ

| '"I
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vhore for the 2-2 electrolyte

.A "I0L*/2o

and A Is the value of A extrapolated to zero concentration. a*

and p* are constants vhich are functions of the dielectric constant,

the temperature and the viscosity of the medium (see reference 3,

chapter 5).

In practice one plots A as a function of i/-then extrapolates

a straight line through the last few points to zero concentration

to determine the limiting conductance A o Then one computes a for

each concentration tested and the corresponding activity coefficients.

Then one computes the mass action equilibrium constant. One adjusts

the extrapolated value of A o until one finds the value which gives

the most nearly constant value of the mass action equilibrium

constant. This us done and a plot of the experimntal conductance

vith the limiting behavior indicated appears on the folloing page.

The values of the various constants used and calculated are summar-

ized in tables on page 59.

For the purpose of calculating K from the experimental values of

the specific conductivity a method suggested by Banks ( 11 ] uas em-

ployed. For the purpose of this study it us necessary to consider

higher order term which he neglects in his development.

The calculated alue of K do not depend upon the choice of the,

man Ionic radius since the contribution of the term Involving it is

negligible in the range of conoentrations used. Uquation (21) us

used In the form

7T'
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where the values of 8' are given In the sumn below.

Onsager lav Constants

5 by vt. Visoositizl0 3  D so

diozane (a) (esu)

13.0 1..53 67.0 2.31 201.0 5.115
25.0 l3.o.1 56.5 2.98 179.8 6.64

a Viscosities were interyolated from a table on paMe 5411 of ref. 3

Conductance Results
(te, erature 250C)

A9o 3 A a j--o2
(moles/liter) (ho/equiv.) (moles/liter)

13.0% by weght diozane, D-67.0 esu

0.00 102, 1.00 1.000 .253 average
o.o 85.8 .915 .636 .250
0.90 77.5 .862 .517 .250
1.593 70.6 .819 .425 .250
1.963 68.7 .810 .390 .26'
3.60 61.5 .778 .286 .274a

25.0% by wight dioxane, D=56.5 esu

0.00 83. 1.00 1.000 .0694 average
0.225 65.3 .920 .656 .0685
0.40 60.0 .8,2 .58 .0711
0.90 50.5 .695 .65 .0662
1.6o 44.8 .61 .376 .0687
2.50 4.1.2 .611 .302 .002
3.60 37.7 .. 590 .214 007440

These values were Ignored in ooauting the average sane their

larg departure from the average vs taken as an Indication that the
Onsager limiting equation did not apply well at these concentrations.
(See reference 3)

\5jt
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Determintion of the Isotherm CopressbilIty

* The isotherm couressibility P appears in equation (23) and

not be evaluated for the mixtures of dioxane and inter considered.

The following method u eoployed for this purpose.

The velocity of sound v. is related to the specific heats CP

and CV. the density p and the Isothermal oonressibility P by

T2 OF
0 OvpP

On the other band as wu pointed out to the writer by Dr. Scott

we have the thermoynamic relation

Op - - - T (v) (2)

This can be witten in term of the compressibility to give

From rough calorimtric masurements on mixtare of dioxane and

water the corresponding values of C. were determined. From tables

of the density of various mixtures of diouane and water as a funoc-

tion of temrature given In Barned and Oven (33 the corresponding

values of (Ov/W were estimted. Finally, from neasurements

of the velocity of sound in mixtures of dioxane and inter [13)

the corexponding values of vo were determined. By solving equations

(1) and (3) smaultaneously values for P and Cp/C V vez determined

Mbe following table sumarism the results.

i~*.
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Coreususbilit Determination (25C)

% veight d1oza cp/o Zz10 1 3(o.s.)

0.0 1.00 455
12.0 LOP~
20.0 1.05 12
32.6 1.0S 40b

S45.0 1.11 438

a Interpolated values.
bCalculated values using interpolated Cp/CV .

Suiry of Aootatlo Maesurements
(Temerature 25'C)

D pz1013  c Oz10 6  Wo z 103 c/2r
(e. .u.) (c.g..) mles/llter liter/mole (.o.)

78.5 455 .o2 3.0 1.50 1.5
(water) .0o 4.5 1.53 13D

.0052* 15.5 2.98 140
*Wilson, date (1) .008* 25.5 3.18 110

.010* 35.5 3.55 13D
.014* 48. 3.43 138
.020* 80. 4.00 150

67.0 435 .001 3.4 3.4
(wter-iozane .0015 5.7 3.82 175
13.0% by vt. dloz.) .002 10.0 5.02 190

.005 27. 5.39 200

.0075 41. 5.47 23D

.10 57. 5.70 235
.020 100. 5.00
.0208 flO. 5.29

56.64W : 0 9 2.
5 06.6 120w1 6.0 6.oo 
(water-dioxane
25.0% by vt. dloz.) .002 U.5 5.75 13D

.03 20.0 6.67 135

.005 34.0 6.80 155

I4 8
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